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QUESTION 1

Which two protocols are available by default and recognized by Network Monitor based on their individual signatures?
(Select two.) 

A. FTP 

B. HTTPS 

C. IM: AIM 

D. SNMP 

E. IM: Google Talk 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

You work in a Server Operations Center (SOC) with other administrators monitoring VxVM background tasks after you
initiate them. You need to set up a VxVM task so that these SOC administrators can track your background tasks
against the change control documentation. 

What would you do address this requirement? 

A. Use the vxtask label command to mark the task with the change control number. 

B. Use the "-n" flag to associate the task with the change control number. 

C. Use the "-t" flag to mark the task with the change control number. 

D. Use the vxtask tag command to associate the task id with the change control number. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the correct ratio between sub volumes and a volume that will be used as a disk drive? 

A. 1:2 

B. 2:1 

C. 1:0 

D. 1:1 

E. 0:1 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A company needs to secure the content of all Mergers and Acquisitions Agreements. However, the standard text
included in all company literature needs to be excluded. 

How should the company ensure that this standard text is excluded from detection? 

A. create a whitelisted.txt file after creating the Vector Machine Learning (VML) profile 

B. create a whitelisted.txt file before creating the Exact Data Matching (EDM) profile 

C. create a whitelisted.txt file after creating the Indexed Document Matching (IDM) profile 

D. create a whitelisted.txt file before creating the Indexed Document Matching (IDM) profile 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have just started a relayout operation in a live test environment, and you want to limit the impact of your work on
concurrent testing activities. You also want to accommodate the need to constrain a relayout job\\'s performance impact
on concurrent activities. 

What would you do to perform this task? 

A. Use the "set iodelay" option of vxtask to throttle the VxVM task. 

B. Use the "set iowait" option of vxtask to throttle the VxVM task. 

C. Use the "set slow" option of vxtask to throttle the VxVM task. 

D. Use the "set nice" option of vxtask to throttle the VxVM task. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You have a customer who has set up a 5 GB full-size instant snapshot volume on one of his file servers. The data
replicated into the snapshot is a combination of code and content elements, which serves as a rapid recovery
mechanism in case of a corruption in a new build installed on the server. The customer tells you that the snapshot is
working correctly, but that the time it takes to refresh the snapshot is unusually longer than expected. The customer is
expecting you to resolve this problem. 

How should you resolve this problem? 

A. Recreate the snapshot as a space-optimized instant snapshot 

B. Use "vxsnap prepare" on the source volume, then remove and recreate the snapshot 

C. Use vxassist addlog logtype=dco to enable FastResync on the volume 
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D. Recreate the snapshot as a traditional third-mirror break-off snapshot 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

While monitoring the Storage Foundation 5.0 environment in your organization, you get a kernel message specifying a
disk failure. 

In which order would you perform the actions below to resolve this error? 

1.

 Confirm that the problem is caused by a disk failure. 

2.

 Unmount the file system and use fsck to run a full structural check. 

3.

 Check the console log for I/O erros. 

4.

 Replace the disk before the file system is mounted for write access. 

A. 1,3,4,2 

B. 2,4,1,3 

C. 1,4,3,2 

D. 2,1,4,3 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

While working with Veritas Storage Foundation for Oracle, you execute the command set #vxtunefs -s -o
qui_cache_enable=1 /db01. 

What will be the output of this command? 

A. It will make the Cached Quick I/O system setting persistent across reboots. 

B. It will enable the Cached Quick I/O. 

C. It will determine the current caching state of the file system. 

D. It will create the Cached Quick I/O. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A policy template called Customer Credit Card Numbers is being imported into the system. 

What is the default result for this action? 

A. the policy template will be listed under US Regulatory Enforcement Templates and be available 

B. the policy template will be enabled by default 

C. the policy template will be available after logging off and on to Enforce 

D. the policy template will be listed under Imported Templates 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

You are working on Storage foundation for DB2. You create a file system and you want to mount the file system to
enable a Quick I/O. However, you are not able to mount the file system. What could be a probable cause? (Each correct
answer presents part of the solution. Select two.) 

A. The mount point path is not an absolute path name. 

B. You are not logged in as a root user. 

C. The file system is read-only. 

D. The Quick I/O is not licensed. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which endpoint database file should be used to tune and change debugging levels? 

A. cg.ead 

B. ps.ead 

C. am.ead 

D. ks.ead 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

The chief information security officer (CISO) is responsible for overall risk reduction and develops high-level initiatives to
respond to security risk trends. 

Which report will be useful to the CISO? 

A. all high severity incidents that have occurred during the last week 

B. all dismissed incidents violating a specific policy marked as false positive 

C. all incidents from the previous month summarized by business units and policy 

D. all new incidents that have been generated by a specific business unit during the last week 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

You are installing the Storage Foundation Management Server 1.0 in Storage Foundation 5.0 Environment. What
resource you require before installing? 

A. Type of File System 

B. Fully Qualified Host Name of the system 

C. IP address of the host 

D. Authentication Broker and Management Server not set to same UC/UTC 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

How should an administrator determine which Database version is running? 

A. run the command select database version from database; 

B. right click on database folder and select version 

C. run the command select * from v$version; 

D. look in add/remove programs for the database program 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the importance of using a CPU in Oracle within the DLP technology? 

A. Central Processing Unit - ensures database has enough processing power 
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B. Command Processor Unit - lays out the commands to process for the database 

C. Critical Patch Update - ensures Oracle is securely patched 

D. Communications Processing Unit - sends alerts to administrator 

Correct Answer: C 
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